**MAIN MOUNTAIN TRAIL DESCRIPTIONS**

1. **Green - Main Base - Sunbowl Connector - 1.87 miles**  
   Village Walk - Home Run - 91  
   From base of the Cub Carpet, follow work road to a small pond, underneath “Overpass” straight to “Home Run”. Follow “91” down to Sunbowl base area.

2. **Purple - 2.5 miles one way-avg. 13% grade, max 25% grade**  
   Lower Wanderer - Cabot's Run - Drifter Link - Lower & Upper East Meadow - Mike's Way - Upper Wanderer  
   From under the gondola, follow “Lower Wanderer” to covered bridge, bear left to bottom of Snowbowl lift, then continue right uphill on “Drifter Link” to “West/East Meadow.” At the top of the Meadows bear right when facing uphill to “Mike’s Way,” to “Upper Wanderer” on your left for a final ascent.

3. **Solid Blue - 1.68 miles one way - avg. 9% grade, max 37% grade**  
   Lower Standard - Interstate - East Meadows - Janeway Junction - Upper Standard  
   Follow the work road underneath gondola to mid-mountain. Continue uphill to the right on the work road from mid-mountain to “East Meadow.” Left up “East Meadow” to short, steep section of “Janeway Junction” to summit.

4. **Orange - 2.9 miles, max 23% grade**  
   From base of the Cub Carpet, follow work road to a small pond, underneath over pass straight to “Home Run”. Stay straight to top of “Big Ben” then right to “Short Cut Big Ben” to the top of the Solsicine chairlift. Follow the work road to the right, down towards Ursa lift, left on “Grizzly Access” towards mid-mountain lodge. Down under the gondola, left on “Hemlock”, right on “Flukey’s Run”, right on “Old Log Road” and back to the base area.

5. **Black - Summit Loop: 0.7 miles round trip**  
   Starting from the large wooden bear on the summit there is a blue bamboo pole. Follow the orange & black bamboo poles to the left from there for a short and fun hike around the summit. Includes a lookout tower and beautiful eastern views from the top of “Upper Kidderbrook.”

6. **White - Fire Tower from Summit: 0.7 miles one way**  
   The trailhead is marked approximately 50 feet down “Mike’s Way” on left. Straight walk on Appalachian Trail/Long Trail (AT/LT) to fire tower.